SUMMARY OF PROPOSED UNIVERSITY REGULATION AMENDMENT

FSU-3.037 Financial Aid.

SUMMARY

The significant changes to the Regulation are as follows:

- generally updates to provides the basic framework rather than many details which are often changing and governed by varied external laws.
- general edits providing more current terminology, legal references and better clarity and current standards.
- revise consistent with FSU current non-discrimination statement.
- deleted unneeded definitions.
- clarifying award of funds to students on basis other than need
- revises Financial Aid Committee
- eliminate procedural portions ad reference to forms not current or needed in a regulation
- providing current application and reapplication deadlines
- update to current late tuition fee
- deleted housing deferment reference which is not handled by Student Financial Aid
- revises name, composition and duties of Financial Aid Committee

AUTHORITY FOR PROPOSED REGULATION

The authority for the proposed regulation is as follows: BOG Regulations 1.001(3) (j), 8.003, BOG Regulation Procedure July 21, 2005, BOG-1.001(4)(a

UNIVERSITY OFFICIAL INITIATING THE REGULATION

Proposed adoption of Regulation FSU-3.005 has been initiated by Office of Financial Aid and General Counsel

PROCEDURE FOR PROVIDING COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED UNIVERSITY REGULATION
Any person may submit written comments concerning the proposed regulation within 14 days of the date of this notice to:

Arthur R. Wiedinger, Jr.
Office of General Counsel.
424 Westcott Building
Florida State University
Tallahassee, FL 32306-1400
Electronic address: awiedinger@admin.fsu.edu
850-644-8973 (fax)
850-644-4440 (phone)